A global leader in public sector software in the UK
selects Thrive to provide a secure, scalable and
resilient Cloud.

CASE STUDY

CHALLENGE

VERTICAL

The global IT-based services partner in digital solutions, software applications and
managed services was looking to consolidate its 5 data centres and providers across
the UK. The organisation searched for a provider that could support its current business
with the ability to scale to meet the predicted growth of its Cloud-based business.
It required a partner that could provide a highly secure Tier 3+ data centre to locate
its systems and provide a safe, resilient and high-performance connectivity, which is
crucial to meet the SLAs of its customers.

Software

SERVICES


ThriveCloud



Cisco networking and
collaboration



Data centre migration



FlexPod solution that
incorporates Cisco
UCS, NetApp and
VMware



Global Network
Management



Remote hands



Data centre hosted
tours

SOLUTION
Thrive provided the organisation with a two dedicated pods in its secure data centre
consisting of 56 racks and enabled the migration of its legacy network systems. Thrive
also delivered high-speed connectivity between the company’s second data centre and
UK offices with a 10Gb network infrastructure that includes connectivity to the Public
Service Network (PSN). In addition, Thrive implemented a 24x7 intelligent remote hands
capability in whichThrive’s data centre experts are available 24x7 to assist with reactive
or proactive maintenance ranging from swapping a cable to replacing core system
components.

RESULT
The data centre migration to Thrive’s facilities provided the company flexibility in a
cost-effective manner aligning expenditure with revenue. In addition, the organization
experienced a highly-resilient environment that delivers a guaranteed 100% uptime; a
Tier 3+ data centre that is highly secure and operates to ISO27001 standards; onsite
expertise with remote hands assistance to maintain customer services; the capacity to
scale with future growth; and the ability to provide expert hosted tours of the facility - an
important peace of mind to customers.

How can Thrive help your business?
Thrive is a leading provider of outsourced IT Infrastructure designed to drive business
outcomes by helping you get the most out of your IT.
To learn more about our services, contact us at 01582 429 999 or
info@thrivenetworks.com
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